Conclusion

Governance of Melbourne and Victoria profoundly altered during the 1880s. The generation of Port Phillip’s civic boosters was passing at the moment that gaining hereditary allegiance and respect for the colony’s order became a complex, bureaucratic proposition. Materially, the first generation of colonists had developed a metropolitan superstructure that looked marvellous—but had based it on a fragile infrastructure, which was exposed in the late 1880s. In this precarious environment, a now-extended web of metropolitan leaders, including the ageing statesmen, the highest central city officers and titular heads, key government and institutional office-bearers, businessmen, journalists, and the colony’s vice-regal leaders, began to use history to boost the economic, racial, gender, generational and governmental arrangements of their order. They began to historicise particular aspects of the past, including their own work, as the public’s naturally-evolving, politically-transcendant lineage, cementing the longevity and specific historical indigeneity of the present at the point where these attributes seemed most threatened. They marked the civic landscape with monumental object lessons in the colony’s lineage, demanding public understanding, endorsement and emulation of the struggles and actions of their chosen historical exemplars. Melbourne’s boosters looked especially to two major, complementary but distinct forms: the temporary, international stage of the International Exhibition, and the more localised, permanent form of statues and monuments. The colony’s collective history was born public, and far from the colony’s central civic sphere being historically-silent, many object lessons are still there.

In the 1888 Exhibition and the ‘open air museum’ outside it, they developed a chronological and political hierarchy of historical themes, characterised by inflated, monumental narratives of individuals who replaced primordial wilderness with the grand accoutrements of civilisation in single, sweeping moments. The settler hierarchy ensconced Australia’s lineage in imperial conquest, race, masculinity, generational order, government and rule-of-law, silencing convict and bushranger histories which would have nullified history’s ‘boostering’ work. Melbourne’s history-makers first and
foremost attributed colonial foundation to a handful of explorers, with the imperial possessor Captain James Cook at the top. Cook especially became a symbol of the unassailability of the colony's Britishness. Statesmen were the second thematic, generational rung, which placed local foundation and development in the hands of a few metropolitan 'fathers', and emphasised white indigeneity and longevity in the face of the colony's perceived 'newness' and Aboriginality. The third rung was the more amorphous, politically-malleable theme of pioneers. It provided a bridge between the few single foundation actors and the first mass generation of British sons, and with some adaptation, it would be the only settler theme to carry through to modern history-making. The pioneer theme, which in the 1880s was about establishing the right generational sequence, allowed a level of pluralism within Melbourne's monumental landscape, but after WWI, in a post-settler context, class differences overrode generational sequence, and Melbourne's civic officials became increasingly uncomfortable with diversity of historical accounts in the public sphere.

The public had always had a complex relationship with metropolitan history-makers, showing a range of levels of complicity in and resistance to public history-making and its boosterizing role. The Melbourne public consistently enthusiastically embraced central city history-making as momentary spectacle. They could not get enough of the 1888 Exhibition. They turned out in their thousands to watch the rites of unveilings of statues and monuments (and indeed of processions, funerals and the like). And, after a considerable period of marginalisation and Depression, they took to the streets in their hundreds of thousands during the 1934-35 Centenary Celebrations. However, their patronage of the development of history-making ventures varied greatly: the extent of public sponsorship of the Shrine of Remembrance across Victoria stands out as an exception to their relative indifference to the development of other monuments and historical works. So too, the public's long-term intellectual and emotional reception of object lessons often did not match and occasionally defied or questioned the boosterism around the history. In other words, the public always had a mind of its own, and chose what history-making ventures it would invest in or jointly 'boost' over the long-term.
Thus when WWI overtly severed the relationship between metropolitan leaders and local publics, the latter began to invent their own language of public history-making. The local war memorial movement changed Victoria’s monumental landscape. It told of and mourned for a new, contemporary history of nation-making, in which every locality had made a mass human sacrifice, the effects of which would be felt for many decades. In the central city too, the War pioneers successfully pushed for acknowledgement of the mass local contribution to nation-making efforts in the metropolis’s traditional monumental language, and by 1934 the Shrine of Remembrance overwhelmed Melbourne, symbolically, geographically and politically. Its language was of death and the cost of progress, coming closer to the critical histories which implied suffering and the desire for deliverance, and which would especially begin to appear after WWII.

In the face of this and other shifts, history began to lose its boosting, moral role. Public history itself declined after WWI, to be resurrected in a very different language in the 1960s and 1970s. The main makers of history were shifting from central city boosters—state and local politicians and bureaucrats, titular heads, board members and businessmen who undertook history as amateurs—to ‘professional’ history-makers, who were, nevertheless, more concerned than ever to bolster settler narratives, but in new forms. History-making was devolved, politically, geographically and institutionally, especially moving into the schools, rural Victoria, libraries, and later museums, in moves which would come to characterise both professional and amateur historical work for the latter half of the twentieth century.

But Victoria’s and Melbourne’s Centenaries in 1934 and 1935 almost demanded that Melbourne’s leaders resurrect the central civic sphere and history’s boosting role. This occurred during the Depression, where the very notion of progress which enabled monumental history was difficult to sustain. The Centenary’s history-makers—a hybrid of public officials and ‘professional’ history-makers, used history differently in the 1930s, distancing the relationship between the past and the present. In particular, they took recourse in the pioneer theme, which had always been, ostensibly, the most

democratic, malleable and localised of public history’s themes, and reluctantly opened it up to women. Nevertheless, the pioneer theme was nostalgic, and it distanced history, temporally and geographically. Further, history-makers were more playful, populist, and materialist with their historical forms, removing history’s gravitas, and therefore the weight of its contemporary role. Both the themes and the forms, and the very role of history itself, differentiated the history-making of the 1934-35 Centenary Celebrations from earlier history-making projects. Its language foretold of modern themes and forms encapsulated in the post-WWII heritage movement: especially the dominance of the pioneer theme, and popular and materialist forms of history-making.

Cooks’ Cottage was an aberrant Centenary project, conceptualised in national terms. It was a project that occurred on the cusp of shifts from settler to modern, signalled in its juxtaposition of traditional monumental theme and modern form. The Cottage’s major patrons had difficulty sustaining its monumental associations, and gave it its historical legitimacy through new ‘scientific’ methods of exact reconstruction, strict provenancing and dating of its materials, while it was placed in a nostalgic, domestic setting. It became an antiquarian undertaking and, like the hundreds of historical houses which developed after WWII, it demanded conservatism and reverence for the past. The form of Cooks’ Cottage and the theme of the Shrine, coupled with the themes and forms of the 1934-35 Centenary’s other history-making projects, reflected a modern language of public history-making across Victoria. It would be a complex inter-mingling of critical and antiquarian histories, made by both metropolitan professionals and amateur locals, interspersed occasionally with older monumental forms and themes, especially in the 1970s when a new nationalism and monumental frame for history-making re-asserted itself.\textsuperscript{731}

\textsuperscript{731} Davison, Graeme, ‘Use and Abuse’, p.75.
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